
Powerpoint Overview 
A good presentation has a consistent look. The backgrounds, fonts and colors should 
compliment one another. Every slide should appear as though they were made to go together. 
Powerpoint give you Themes, which give you this consistent look. If you do not like the theme, 
you can make your own from a Blank theme.


New slides 
✦ Powerpoint gives you some common slide 

layouts.  

✦ You can pick a slide that already has the 
elements you want, or a completely blank 
slide.




✦ You can make a duplicate of a current slide.


Deleting slides 
1. Click the slide you want to delete

2. Press DELETE on your keyboard


Decorating your slide 
You can add multiple elements to your slide: Pictures, videos, text, shapes. Click on the 
INSERT ribbon to start adding elements to your slide.


✦ When you insert an element, you can move anywhere on the slide.

✦ You can resize the element by clicking on it, and moving the white squares.

✦ You can delete an element by clicking on it and pressing DELETE on your keyboard. 



Change how shapes and pictures look on your slide 
Click on your element, then click the FORMAT ribbon to see all the ways you can change its 
appearance.


Formatting shapes 

1. Click on the shape you want to change

2. Click the Format ribbon

3. There are several options for formatting shapes. Click on the kind of format you want to 

change.

✦ Shape Fill: Change the color of the shape

✦ Arrange: Change the order of elements, so one element is on top of another.


Stacking order 
1.  Click on the element you want to be on top.

2.  Keep clicking “Bring Forward” until it is on top of the 
other element. 



Formatting pictures 
There are several effects you can give to an image. You can give it a frame, change its colors, 
make parts see through, or cut parts out.


CROP - like scissors, lets you cut part of the picture off. Below, we don’t want those squiggly 
lines on the slideshow, so we crop it out.

1. Click the picture

2. Click the Format ribbon & click CROP

3. Move the black lines until the what you want to hide is in the dark parts. 

4. Click anywhere to finish cropping.


TRANSPARENT COLOR - Make an a color invisible so you can see what is in the background.

1. Click the picture

2. Click the Format ribbon & click COLOR

3. Click “Set Transparent Color”

4. Click on the color you want to be transparent (see through)

5. That color will disappear




Slide Master 
When you make your own theme, the slide master helps make every slide match. For example, 
give every slide the same background.


1. Click the View ribbon

2. Click Slide Master

3. When you are finished, click “Close Master View”


Click the very top of the slide master. Anything you do on this slide will appear on every slide. 
You can insert an image, set a background or change fonts here. Do it one time and every slide 
will match.




Animation 
You can animate any element. Animations happen when you click the mouse, or you can have 
the animation automatically happen after a few seconds. There are several types of animations, 
but two main types. Entrance and Exit. 


Entrance animations move elements from somewhere off the screen to its current position

Exit animations move an element from its current position to somewhere off the screen.


To animate:

1. Click the element you want to animate

2. Click the Animations ribbon.

3. Click Add animations

4. Pick the kind of animation you want from the list

5. Click preview to make sure it looks the way you want it to look


Adjusting the animations 
You can make the animation happen by itself or when you click the mouse.


You can change the direction and style of the animation using Effect 
options.




Transitions 
The entire slide can be animated. You can have the entire slide fly, spin, fade and more. This 
kind of animation is called a transition. It is the animation when one slide replaces another.


1. Click on our slide in the left section

2. Click the Transitions ribbon

3. Pick the kind of transition animation you want

4. Use what you learned from animating elements, the options are very similar for animating 

the slides
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